NEVER FORGET

In his first feature film, video artist Omer Fast continues to explore questions of memory and power.

by Willie Osterweil

EVERY TWO MINUTES more photos are taken in the United States than were taken worldwide in the entire 19th century! The rate of capturing and tracking images and biographical facts (purchases, movement, contacts, etc.) is increasing exponentially. Though these possibilities have been most thoroughly explored by the surveillance state, Silicon Valley boosters sell the idea that life, once sufficiently transformed into data, can be not only be significantly improved but also perfectly recorded and "remembered." Once quantified, they claim, moments become permanently available to live through again and again.1

Beyond the obvious holes in this hype—looking, for instance, at the same as reliving a moment; do computers never crash, files never corrupt, devices never go obsolete and unusable—there is the question of who might like to see the present reproduced forever. For those who (thanks to their gender, race, class, ability and sexuality) are at the top of social hierarchies, the past usually doesn’t hold as much violence and trauma as it does for those on the bottom. To them, such control over lived moments looks like heaven. But for those who would suffer from government and corporate entities having easy access to their personal histories, it looks more like hell. Memory, in any case, has become a terrain of political and technological contention.

The violence that looms behind such a "perfect" memory is central to Remainder, a film by Omer Fast that premiered at London’s Tate Modern in October, and to British artist Tom McCarthy’s 2005 novel of the same name, on which Fast’s film is based. An unnamed protagonist (who is also the narrator of the novel) is crushed by a mysterious object that falls from the sky. Upon waking from a coma, he has almost no memory and has to learn how to walk and eat again. He’s told that lawyers have won him an £2.5 million
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As a repetitive, obsessive story about repetitive, obsessive storytelling, Remainder is such a self-aware novel that many episodes come across as tongue-in-cheek. Fast is equally self-conscious. In one part of Remainder, the protagonist lies a film crew so he can get a permit to stage a remembrance on a city street, even though he has no interest in recording the event—the crew's there just to satisfy bureaucratic requirements. In the novel it's a sly critique of big-budget movie production, which also involves the construction of a precisely detailed physical space to enact a hyper-specific scenario. But Fast makes it a full-bodied reflective maneuver, a counter of questioning the process and ethics of filmmaking itself.

REMAINDER IS A perfect tale for adaptation by Fast. His previous works have addressed the violence of storytelling and memory through interviews with subjects whose social roles are politically charged: soldiers, sex workers, first responders, refugees and drones pilots. Fast was born and raised in Israel, received an MFA from Hunter College in New York in 2000 and has lived in Berlin since 2001. His work often reflects his many residencies by addressing the political and military issues of the U.S., Israel and Germany.

A Tank Translated (2002), is a four-channel installation in which Fast interviews the four members of an Israeli Defense Forces tank crew. The interviews play simultaneously on monitors that are placed on plinths to mark the positions of the soldiers in the tank. Fast conducted the interviews in Hebrew, his native language, and the English subtitles on each channel flip between seemingly direct translations of the soldiers’ descriptions of their experiences of attacking and policing Palestinians with the tank and grammatically similar evocations of what it’s like to work on a film crew. This draws an immediate parallel between soldiering and filmmaking, which can be an accessory to state violence by manipulating images and information to justify coercive acts. But as Fast’s interview process shows, the same idea of manipulation and control can be performed in the process of remembering. Memory, too, is a political weapon.

In Spielberg’s List (2003), Fast takes his critique of filmmaking to Hollywood, interviewing extras from the concentration camp scenes of Schindler’s List as well as tour guides at museums built on actual concentration camp sites. The installation has two screens showing identical footage of the interviews but subtitled with different translations. One set of subtitles relays memories of making Schindler’s List, while the other reiterates the real history of the Holocaust. As with A Tank Translated, the grammatical and structural similarities of these two subtitle tracks draw an eerie parallel between filmmaking about state violence and state violence itself. As some who played on set would describe the film production’s use of real medical lists from the concentration camps—lists not pictured on-screen (though visible to him and other actors), because they might be deeply upsetting. This point is driven home by interviews with the oldest extras, themselves Holocaust survivors, whose descriptions of being in the camps and being on the set are confusingly intertwined in Fast’s editing. Spielberg’s List suggests that historical reconstruction can unleash the trauma of those who lived through the history it represents and who still suffer its effects. There is thus a heavy responsibility on those who would do so.

But Spielberg and the Hollywood industry he stands for unleash this trauma in order to profit and entertain he and his investors made nearly $300 million after expenses. And Schindler’s List also led to a boom in Holocaust tourism in Poland. A tour guide tells Fast that after the film’s release, most American tourists visiting Krakow aimed only to see places depicted in the movie, so a special Schindler’s List Tour was developed in 1993. Through his film, Spielberg has had an indelible influence on the popular understanding of the Holocaust. The process by which he gained such power had dramatic, even violent, personal effects on those who lived through the experiences depicted and those who participated in the film. And, as the Holocaust remains a significant political justification for the actions of the state of Israel, influence on its popular understanding means influence on fundamental issues of contemporary geopolitics.
Thus Fast shows how, both in its production and in its effects, filmmaking can use memory and history to comment on political and economic power in the present.

The Casting (2007), a four-channel installation, takes these questions of control, memory and political violence to an almost transcendent level of horror. Fast interviewed an American soldier who served in Iraq and died on a U.S. military base in Germany. Then edited the interview footage to blind a story of how he accidentally killed an Iraqi civilian by firing into a car at a roadblock with an account of a date with a seemingly manic-depressive German woman. It's not always clear which one is being told.

Parts of the video deliberately merge the stories. On one screen we see two channels displaying a series of tableaux vivants. One channel shows a recreation of the interview and the process of filming it, with actors playing both Fast and the soldier on an empty sound stage. On the other channel, actors mimic scenes from the stories (the soldier firing into a car at a roadblock, the soldier riding on the Autobahn with his date, etc.). The other screen reveals the artist's manipulation of the 2005 two-channel feature: very simple close-ups of Fast and the soldier. The role of Fast's editing becomes obvious, even violent, as the cuts that give the audio track its blurry coherences become a series of jump cuts that show Fast and his interviewee with different positions, moods and lighting.

By foregrounding the soldier's remorse over the shooting of an innocent Iraqi, in an event that he describes as ‘one of my worst days,’ the film shows how narrative can make a compassionate hero out of almost anyone. The protagonist's role always draws sympathy, and the storylines by alternating and linking the protagonist, has the power to direct sympathy. Fast's self-conscious editing and his counterpoint of visuals and audio emphasize how any claim to portrayng truth in documentary is politically charged and contested, while forcing viewers to recognize the implications of their own identification with the soldier.

This critique of documentary is only one part of the work, of course. The tableaux vivants and the audio track directly address the horrors of war and occupation. But the interview was described above keep the work from becoming self-congratulatory: by indicating his own role in representing the soldier's violence, Fast achieves self-righteousness. There is no moral preening in The Casting. Instead, the work is destabilizing and disturbing. Fast's role is ambivalent—after all, he's speaking with the soldier, not the victims. We're forced to reconcile our sympathy for the soldier with the scope of this moment of terrifying violence.

Fast's earlier video work tends to have simple shots of interview subjects and to mostly show off his virtuosic editing. CNN Concentrates (2002), which juxtaposes the supercut and other algorithmic video-editing techniques, isolates words and syllables spoken by CNN anchors and weaves them into the stream of ideological fear-mongering that, Fast implies, CNN already is. But in recent years he has turned toward a markedly more cinematic style. Take a Deep Breath (2008), the

Denis O’Hare, a recognizable character actor, and it’s not at all clear how much of this dialogue is scripted and how much is written by Fast. In production value, this work resembles a big-budget film even more than *The Casting* or *Take a Deep Breath* do, to say nothing of Fast’s first experimental video works. As the drone pilot flies, we see breathtaking, luscious helicopter shots of sites, countryside, mountains, and cities; small towns, which give us, we realize with horror, a drone’s-eye view of the world. The murderous surveillance apparatus of the modern world were anticipated by filmmaking—by boom cameras, by balloon and airplane aerial “shots,” a word whose ugly duplicity Fast returns to again and again throughout his work.

*Remains* moves away from the surreal nature of Fast’s work: as a full-length narrative feature, although not a straightforward one by any means, it signals a departure from the melding of documentary and fiction that marked his style. Yet it maintains the same core concerns: the ethics of storytelling and memory, particularly in cinema, and the psychological violence committed in the name of recreating or retrieving a memory.

In *Remains*, Fast reaches for the cumulative register of films by Andrei Tarkovsky: beautiful imagery, stilted dialogue, and abstract action fraught with significant philosophical tension. And there is a moment within the film in which I was brought—for reasons I didn’t understand at the time and even now, weeks later, can only faintly grasp—to a level of such intense understanding, sensitivity and awe that I suddenly began to weep. It is a moment of perfect memory.
for the protagonist. A vision he has been seeing and attempting to re-create throughout the film—a small boy reaching toward him—comes to pass. He achieves what he has been searching for, a real, authentic moment, one Fast has been subtly and slowly preparing us for, and we experience that perfection with the protagonist. It is cinematically joyful: the music swells, the action moves into a reverential slow motion. But it is simultaneously a moment of total horror and surrealism in the narrative: the protagonist has just murdered a number of his employees in a reenactment of a bank robbery that, without informing his staff, he made real, and the boy reaches toward him in a fearful state of trauma.

This is, however, the vision that the protagonist’s entire process of reenactment was meant to reproduce. It is significant that the moment was not a memory, as we had been led to believe, but a vision. Fast shows how difficult it can be to distinguish between memory, imagination, and creation. As such, this one moment exists without narrative, without text, but completely cinematically, one of the fundamental critiques Fast has been working on throughout his career: how in the name of memory and nostalgia we can colonize and destroy, how much power lies in control over stories and memories, and how we seek to dominate the present in our desires to see them reproduced.

The fantasy of an infallible memory drives not only mad fictional protagonists but also many of the minds in tech and government. The last decade has seen an explosion in ways to track, record, and quantify life—from Apple Watch to Facebook Timeline to heart-monitoring and step-counting apps. The near-perfect overlap of these mass-market technologies with state apparatuses of mass surveillance may reflect the fact that they are often financed, directly or indirectly, by military and government funding. Whether selling data scraped by marketing systems to the police or normalizing drones by selling them to private firms, tech corporations profit from mutually beneficial relationships with governments.

Fast’s work points to why tech companies and the state might want to develop machines for recording everything. These forces of total memory would create a world without access to recollection, without forgetting. But as Fast’s work also shows, this world is impossible, as memory is always just a retelling, a reorienting, a politicized engagement and struggle with the past, just a story at the mercy of those who would tell it. As such, these dreams can be seen for what they are: fantasies of power itself, of total domination. Those who control the past, in this myth, control the present. Those who would practice story telling, in politics or in art, would do well to remember that.

2. In a 2010 talk in Vienna, futurist and writer Marvin Minsky predicted that “within the next 30 years we will have thousands of number crunchers in our blood that will interface with our bodies, improve our performance, and even be able to back up all the contents of our brains. In a decade or so we will have computers that can do for the brain what the computer can do for the eye. That means that we will get back up every knowledge every experience, everything that makes us as an individual.” See Humans Able to Back Up Their Brains and Their Memories Within Two Decades, Claims Top Scientist,” Wired, Oct 21, 2010.